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Different Vacation
A professor travels while
preserving the environment.
Page 7

OG: Bad review
on't··affect Rives
Even if Eastern President Stan
'ves were to get a bad review at
e Board of Governors evalua'on Sept. 26, chances are that he
ould be able to stay on as presint at the university, according to
ichelle Brazell, BOG spokesoman.
"This is not a cut-off date or
ything like that," Brazell said.
It's a significant personnel evalution, as it would be for any
ployee. I can't think of any. g special that happens."
The BOG is the governing
dy for Eastern and four other
te universities.
All was quiet from BOG memrs Wednesday, ·as contacted
embers opted not to speak of
cifically what is in store for
',ves during the annual perforance evaluation of Eastern's
sident and the four other BOG
sidents to be held at a central
cation at O'Hare Airport in
icago.
All ques~ions pertaining to
ives. were answered by BOG
mbers with a general response
ut the group of presidents.
"An evaluation is a personnel
dy and we always - first, last
d always - recognize the imporce of the privacy of this," said
~elyn Kaufman, a BOG member
m Chicago. "It's very difficult
answer any questions you
'ght have about this."
Due to provisions of the Open
tings Act, details of personnel
tters, like the presidential eval·ons, are closed to the public.
"We do this by statute,"
ufrnan added. "We're permitted
do this to protect the person."
The BOG members said all five
iversity presidents submitted a
port concerning their perforances over the past year. The
port, written by the presidents,
eludes both positive and nega. es aspects of their administra'ons, as well as how the presints feel they are viewed by their
school's faculty and student populations, Kaufman said.
From the statements in the

paper, members are able to foimulate questions to ask the presidents, BOG member James
Gamer said.
"The way I do it is I take the
statements that have been given to
us and make some notes in
columns about something that's
not clear," said Garner, who is
from Macomb.
None of the presidents are considered a "priority" by the group,
according to Kaufman and
Gamer, and none are focused on
more than any others,
"There isn't any prioritizing of
them, not as far as I'm concerned," Gamer said. "It might be
a matter of policy for members of
that board. There are nine individuals on ·that board. What might
have been a problem for one
might not be a problem for anoth- ·
er.
"I don't have any preconceived
idea (about the presidents)," he
added. "I just let it flow."
Structure for questioning and
things of the like are left up to Pete Edwards waits for John Creamer to finish his set of leg extensions Wednesday in the new student recreindividual members, Kaufman ation <:enter:
and Gamer said.
''There's no fast set of rules (on
questioning the members),"
sitive to two-hour,. three-hour and
Gamer said. "They are five differ- Editor's note: This is the sixth arti- tion and senior seminar.
Eastern's general education pro- four-hour courses," Whitley said.
ent individuals from five different cle in a series outlining the seguniversities. Each one is differ- ments of new general education gram, which all students must com- "Because of that, this segment concurriculum requirements to be plete to graduate, was recently tains more hours than others (in the
ent."
revised and will apply to incoming new general education curricuGarner described Eastern and implemented next fall.
freshmen. Although the program lum).''
Westerri Illinois University as
New courses were created for
will not be implemented until next
more conventional schools and By JILL BAUTER
fall, some of the new courses in the this segment, some of which
Governors State, Northeastern and Administration editor
curriculum are currently being replaced old courses or will soon
Chicago State universities, the
Beginning
next
fall,
new
stuphase them out.
offered.
other BOG colleges, as more
dents entering the university will .
"I think the courses (in Scientific
Both the biological and physical
unconventional schools.
As far as this year's evaluation have specific areas to choose cours- science components of Scientific Awareness) are updates and
procedure goes, Garner said that es from in satisfying their science Awareness contain a variety of improvements on existing courses
classes ranging from two to four from the standpoint of including
he doesn't expect it to go any dif- requirements.
The
Scientific
Awareness
segcontemporary issues where they
semester hours of credit
ferently than usual.
"I think the thrust of this whole weren't included before," Whitley
"I suppose it's going to be like ment of the new general education
'
it's been every year," he said. core requires eight semester hours, segment is to demonstrate to the said.
compared
to
nine
semester
hours
For
example,
Life
Science
students
through
these
courses
the
"(The evaluation process) gives
the board a chance to speak to under the current program. Under relevance of science to their lives, lOOlC, the course replacing Life
the current system, students must regardless of what their profession Science 1000, will take a more coneach president by himself or hertake courses from more than one is and what their interests are," he temporary approach to the biologiself. At board meetings every
mathematics-science subject, said.
cal principles covered in the old
president is there, and we don't
including one laboratory science.
course.
'The
president,
in
approving
the
get a chance to visit and actually
"That has been extended to say structure of the segment ... made
"I think students will find it more
talk about what's going on. When
one course must be physical (sci- note of the fact that with an eight- engaging," he said.
we have a review session, it gives ence) and one course must be biohour requirement, it seemed to him
the board an opportunity to talk to 1o gical (science)," said Stephen
that the Council (on Academic
one president alone."
Whitley, director of general educa- Affairs) should be particularly sen-

No pain, no gain.

New cor~ modifies.·science requirements

Survey ranks Charleston high on number of underage drinkers
KELLY SEIFERT
City editor

In a recent research survey conducted by
several doctors and lawyers from Charleston
and the surrounding area, Charleston was
ranked one of the highest for the percentage
of underage drinkers.
The doctors involved in the survey are all
members of Doctors and Lawyers for a
Drug-Free Youth, which is a research group
focusing on underage alcohol and tobacco
~ues.

Thomas Radecki, a practicing psychiatrist
from Decatur and research director for the

Drug-Free Youth group, said the study he
conducted involved a survey of 29 cities in
17 Midwestern and Eastern states.
The Charleston portion of the 29-city survey was conducted at Eastem's campus this
summer, according to Radecki. A 19-year-old
was hired to give a l~uestion survey to 85
students in each of the 29 cities, including
Charleston.
The survey concluded that Carbondale had
the highest percentage of underage drinkers
and purchasers of alcohol followed closely in
percentages by Charleston and Champaign.
The survey also outlined problems with
the increasing number of false IDs, the lack

of enforcement and the lack of respect for the
21-year-old drinking age.
Carbondale was listed as the city with the
largest number of problems with the number
of alcohol sales to underaged people.
Charleston was also listed as one of the top
13 cities in the Midwest with a serious underage drinking problem.
Carbondale maintains an 18-year-old bar
entry age and Charleston has a 19-year-old
entrance age.
"But the 19-year-old (bar entry age) is a
farce, according to the young people, it's (the
bar entry age) 18," said Radecki, who also
has a psychiatry practice in Charleston.

"Alcohol is so easily available."
Bloomington-Normal, however, has a 21year-old bar entry age and was listed as having the most vigorous enforcement of the 21year-old drinking age, Radecki said.
Mayor and Liquor Commissioner Wayne
Lanman, who said he has seen the survey,
compared the drinking issue to drivers obeying the speed limit; "just because there's a
law, doesn't mean it will be obeyed."
Radecki said the underage drinking problem is serious on college campuses and cited
statistics showing nearly 7 percent of college
freshman dropouts are a result of drinking
• Continued on page 2
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Survey
•Frompage I
problems.
Even though the underage drinking problem is a student-related
issue, Radecki said he does not
blame the students for the problem.
"City officials and others blame
young people for this problem that
has been going on, but it is not the
young people's problem," Radecki
said. "Too often in Charleston
there's nothing else to do but go to
the bars."
Prior to the survey, Radecki
interviewed Charleston Mayor
Wayne Lanman to discuss the
underage drinking problem in
Charleston.

Radecki said the mayor discussed the enforcement of the 19year-old bar entry through "covert
operations." The covert operations,
which are conducted by the
Charleston Police Department, are
scheduled by Lanman and consist
of sending an 18-year-old into a bar
establishment to see if he or she is
allowed entrance to the bar.
However, Radecki said he does
not see the city's covert operations
helping the problem since they are
not a routine practice.
"They (Lanman and the police
department) are definitely not doing
that in any significant way,"
Radecki said. "How can students
know it's so easy to purchase alco-

hol and the city government
doesn't?
"You'd have to be deaf, dumb
and blind not to notice," Radecki
added, saying he sent a list of 302
bars and package liquor outlets that
are selling alcohol to minors without any proof of age, including several bars and liquor stores in
Charleston.
Lanman said he is aware of the
underage drinking problem, but
does not see it as serious as the survey states.
"I think we have some pretty
responsible students and I want
them to have fun, but if they break
the law they will be punished,"
Lanman said.
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One of EIU s Finest Jazz Trios
1
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KING CAN NIGHT
20 oz Super Cans of Little Kings
ONLY $200
JAGERMEISTER SHOTS ONLY $1 ~Q
NO COVER

MUST BE 19 TO ENTER

CoACH -Eooy-'s

Inviting you to attend:

A CRISIS OF HOPE

$2.00

Pitchers

Presented by Ed Wojcicki,
author, editor of the
Catholic Times
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Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5

Dealing with disillusionment,
frustration, and fears

Newman
Catholic
Center

An escape is
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COLES COUNTYS LARGEST
SELECTION OF ATHLETIC
SHOES AS WELL AS EIU
CUSTOM CLOTHING.

THURSDAY - SUNDAY

Sept 19 - Sept 22

away - in fact,
it's just inside

Thursday, September 19, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Effingham RQom, Union
F~~y; September 20;12:00~1:00 p.rii.
Rathskeller Balcony, Union
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Call 345-911 plus 1

Free and Open to the Public
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tudent Senate confirms· voting rights
By CHARLENE BURRIS
Staff writer

Graduate and part-time· stue!ltS had their right to vote in
student government elections
and referendums confirmed by
a Student Senate resolution
passed Wednesday.
Due to past computer programming problems, part-time
undergraduate students and all
graduate students were omitted
from the eligible voter's list,
said Brett Gerber, chief of staff.
In the Sept. 11 edition of the
Daily Eastern News, graduate

students voiced their displeasure about the mandatory $55
increase in student activity fees
for the Rec Center when they
were not allowed to vote in the
referendum.
Larry Williams, director of
graduate studies, said "anyone
who is subject to fees should
have a right to vote.",
After reviewing the senate
constitution and bylaws, senate
member Curtiss Cline discovered an article in the senate
constitution stating, "All students enrolled in Eastern
Illinois University shall be eli-

gible to vote in the Student
Government elections and referendums."
Cline said since graduate students make up 10 percent of the
student population, the matter
was important.
"The quote that they felt they
were getting taxation without
representation struck me," he
said.
A new computer program
will be implemented for upcoming elections enabling all students to vote in Student Government elections, Gerber said.
In other senate business,

Dave Kinsey, a Student Senate
member on the joint Faculty
Senate and Student Senate committee, said faculty members
encouraged the student senate
to take an active role instead of
a reactive role to Faculty
Senate's actions.
Also, two organizations, the
Math Energy Club and Kappa
Delta Rho, spoke at Wednesday's senate meeting about
applying to become student recognized organizations.
A vote on the organizations
will be taken at next week's
meeting.
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Union's open
house boasts
band, drawing
By CATIE BURKE
Staff writer

"Life's a beach" is the theme
Thursday for the 1991 open
house held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The union annually holds an
open house "to promote the
union and to let students know
what's available to them," said
Tina Ruth, organizer of this
year's open house.
Included in the day's activities
are a give-away drawlng, reggae,
open singing and horoscope
CAA to continue
readings, Ruth said.
The drawing begins at 4 p.m.
academic majors
Information cards to be filled out
for the drawing are available at
revi~w Thursday
every place of business in the
By TYLER PIERCE
union, she added.
Staff writer
Prizes range from free plane
and bus tickets and free resume'
The Council on Academic
packages to a free semester of
Affairs Thursday continues its
bowling.
discussion and review of academ"Steel Express," a local regic majors that began last week.
gae band, will play from noon
Ken Sutton , chair of the
until 3 p.m. outside McDonald's
Council on Academic Affairs ,
on
the patio.
said the council's top priority will
For
entertainment and the
define what an academic major
opportunity to perform "Song
actually is so the council will
Sensations," an open singing
have some criteria to follow
booth with background music
throughounhe evaluation process.
will be available from 1 p.m. to
"Once we have a definition, I
4 p.m. in the bookstore lounge.
want to open up the whole topic,"
The Video Lounge will give
he said.
away video buttons and horoThe council will evaluate acascopes throughout the day.
demic majors to determine what
There are a number of spethey consist of and to make any
cials and giveaways at all places
changes that may be necessary.
bf business in the union during '
ANNON THOMAS/Photo editc;w -· The, ·Study of µndergrad-uate I
qj1 •'Education originally-recommend- . ,~e open house, Ruth said.
.,
·rr0fft
U . .,_ ·-!':~ I.:' ,
"'="~~ :·~~ '
, , .,
• r • • • >~il that !tbe-i-ounCiHeok at the: •. ·The Sugar Shack will sell~
As part of their dedication to fitness, many students participated in aerobics Wednesday afternoon in the majors ·more closely.
nachos for 50 cents, pretzels for
newly opened Student Recreation Center.
The recent completion of
25 cents and with the purchase
Eastern's new general education
of soda, free popcorn, while supprogram has also made it imperaplies last, according to Ruth.
tive for the council to review the
Staff is encouraged to dress
majors so they will coincide with
"beachy," Ruth said.
By JAMIE RILEY
terns," Thorsen said. The Nations may also be a topic of the new program.
Staff writer
changes will affect the nation's discussion, Thorsen said. "They
The Council on Academic
ties, "not just to the United have severe economic problems Affairs determined at last week's
Recent and current changes States, but toward Europe, because of their long ties to the meeting that the subject of Correction
in the Soviet Union and the China and third-world nations." Soviet Union," he added.
academic majors may top the
impact it has had on the world He added that at this time,
Thorsen said the discussion council's agenda for the entire
Student Senate member Amy
will be discussed at a presenta- political scientists can only is informal, with most of the fall semester.
Jobin was incorrectly cited in
tion at 7 p.m. Thursday in the speculate about the impact of time open for questions from
"I think this will be the major Wednesday's edition of The
Andrews Hall lobby.
these changes.
the students. "I hope there will item of discussion for a while," Daily Eastern News.
Larry Thorsen of the political
Recent changes, such as the be more discussion than me Sutton said.
Jo bin did not say · she had
science department and Sergei removal of troops and a new talking," he said, adding that
Reaction from faculty members heard talk of the Senate taking a
Doodovick, a citizen of the trade policy with Cuba, and the discussion will take whatev- concerning the discussion of vote of confidence in the Faculty
Soviet Union, will discuss the negotiations for aid from Japan er direction the audience wants.
majors will also be heard at the Senate because of the proposed
changes in the program, enti- will most likely be part of the
Doodovick, who is visiting council's meeting. "I don't think resolution asking for President
tled, "USSR Changes and the discussion, Thorsen said.
the United States and living there will be many just yet, but Stan Rives' resignation.
Impact On World Politics."
The recent recognition of with a Charleston family, will there will be in the future," Sutton
However, Jobin did say the
"The Soviet Union is under- the Baltic states of Lithuania, talk about his experiences in the said.
Student Senate had considered
going profound changes in its Latvia and Estonia by the Soviet Union.
The meeting is held in room such a motion last year.
political and economic sys- United States and the United
200 of Blair Hall.
The News regrets the error.

/t O .f
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Speakers to discuss changes in Soviet Union

HOT flASHES
Warbler Yearbool<
Portrait Shots
For Seniors
(underclass start next week)

For Scheduled Appointments and Walk-Ins:
Thursday, September 19 - Sullivan/Shelbyville Room 10 a.m. - 1:45 p.m. &.. 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Friday, September 20 - Sullivan/Shelbyville Room 10 a.m; - 1:45 p.m. &.. 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
$500 Sitting Fee for Seniors
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OPINION

It takes pretty thick skin to be a columnis
I haven't been writing columns
letters. The letters I received were mostly lacking
for The Daily Eastern News for
logical argumen~ and, in fact, seemed only to a
very long but there's one lesson I
me instead of what I had written. But this is comm
We've all seen ridiculous letters to the editor
learned right away - someone is
always going to disagree with
were obviously written by someone who was charg
up emotionally and gave very little thought to
you.
.
I can deal with that. If your
they were writing. Some people may want to expr
opinion is one that everyone
their feelings to the columnist without making a
of themselves in the process. So they do the
agrees with, there's probably no
reaso.n for writing the column,
thing - they don't sign it.
except to entertain. And if you
What people should realize is that most column
have backed up your argument
welcome opposing views.. But letters that ignore
with sound reasoning, you have
issue and attack the columnist carry no weight
nothing to worry about. But even Bauter
soever. If you don't have enough confidence In
if no one agrees with you, at least
opinion to sign the letter, you have no business se
you've intelligently stated your
Ing it. At least the columnist had the courage to
opinion.
what they did, knowing their name and photogr
Unfortunately, anyone who writes columns here would be included.
with any frequency can usually expect to get hate mail
Writing a column in this paper is risky busine
sooner or later. I'm not talking about letters that sub- Although some columnists seem to try purposely
stantiate a person's reason for disagreeing with you. I make readers angry, I don't want to offend anyo
mean nasty, hateful, abusive letters that make But like the others, if I have something I believe In
assumptions about your personality, intelligence and
I'm going to get it off my chest.
lifestyle.
However, you never know if readers like your writ
I once wrote a column about a bar's advertisement ing. Sure, friends will tell you they like something y
that I felt was in very poor taste. The anonymous letter wrote, but what else can they say? The only time y
I received the next week said that the bar had every get honest feedback is when you do something that
right to advertise any way they pleased, but that I
readers doesn't like.
shouldn't force my opinions on others.
For some reason, I ha'(e found that people are hi
This is the editorial page. If a reader doesn't want to ly critical of The Daily Eastern News and its staff.
don't claim to be superhuman Mike Roykos or J
read the opinions of others, he should skip page four.
Furthermore, if a person is not ashamed of what Pauleys. We make mistakes just like anyone else. B
they have written, there is no reason not to sign it. our mistakes are often more visible than that of o
Almost every h~te letter that I have ever received has students preparing for their future careers. No one
been anonymous.
more aware of our mistakes than we are.
I can understand the temptation to leave the letters -Jill Bauter is the administration editor and a column
unsigned. After all, the News doesn't print anonymous _ for The Daily Eastern News.

JUI

page
Editorials ·represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Parking policy
no way to greet
Eastern visitors
When anyone visits .Eastern, likely the
first thing they'll look for is parking.
It may take them a while to find it.
Eastern has no visitor parking.
According to Assistant Chief Kevin Kersey,
visitors are expected to park in meter parking, most of which is located around the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, or
obtain a one-day parking permit for 50
cents from the University Police
Department.
But what about visitors who don't know
- - - - - - w h e r e the police department is located?
In all probability, not many people who
plan to spend the day on campus want to
spend 25 cents for eacn half hour their car
is parked on campus. And, let's face it,
who wants to go back to a meter and feed
it every four hours?
Of course, most visitors to Eastern probably know about the parking policies, but
there are those who don't.
If Eastern is a friendly campus, the first
place to prove that is to provide an adequate welcome for visitors - and the first
step in that welcome is to provide easilyaccessible, adequate parking for people
who visit our campus.
One option for the University Police is
that they issue free visitor parking passes
for up to one day for any visitor to campus.
Another option is a visitor parking lot, as
Eastern used to have, so that people visiting campus can at least find a place to park
for the day and spend their time touring
the campus instead of driving in circles,

(ditorlal

~aKhi~fora~~e~~~.
_
It seems ridiculous that visitors

our turn

.'
------·.
-·. -·.------~------------------~
stimulating discussion by a sch
our ·-Former
':asCAcia:te
•', and .should, "stand the heat."

to
campus should go through s.o mucb · hassle~ ·
just to park .md, get "a.;~to·s.e.r 'Io?'k. at ..
East~rn. Dq we; really .want VJSitors first
loot<.· at our campus to be from driving
around trying to find the University Police
Department and a place to park? .
There are no easy solutions to the
apparent parking shortage at Eastern, and
giving up staff or student spots to make
visitor parking likely wouldn't be a popular
idea.
But the parking committee needs to
keep in mind that Eastern' s image Jacks a
little friendliness with a lack of visitor parking.
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V

There must be a division
not only of profits, but a
division of responsibilities.
Louis Brandeis

•

r.

-,.;,,,;yy

..

He has done, and is doing,
and excellent overall job on
behalf of EIU.
Charles G. Eberly
Educational Psychology
Department

Dear' editor:
For many years, one of my
mentors, an academic dean at a
Big Ten university, has a small
sign posted on the wall behind
his desk.
·
It read, "Either lead, follow or
get out of the way."
My mentor was known as a
generous, thoughtful, brilliant
man, but as administrators will
when they take the risk involved
in leading, he occasionally made
mistakes for which he was roundly criticized. Interestingly, another sign he favored read, "If you
can't stand the heat, get out of
the kitchen."
My dean did "stand the heat."
President Rives is also a leader.
He has also made some mistakes
in the course of his leadership·, as
every single administrator. I have
ever encountered has done.
I believe President Rives will,

History speaker
.
.
promises evening
of deep thought

.-

;~.

·. '••

Rives can stand
the heat

Dear editor:
Eastern's deans have recently
invited the "entire academic community" to "join" them "in a spirit
of cooperation to focus our energies toward the fulfillment" of this
university's goal of "providing an
excellent education in a collegial
environment."
It is a sensible suggestion - as
sensible as the wish our Faculty
Senate expressed in its minutes of
Nov. 8, 1988 that this university
might find some means of sponsoring an annual lecture - to be
delivered by a distinguished visiting scholar - to which all of us
might repair fo'r' an. evening o'f

of international eminence.· ·
How fortuitous it is that all of
- our student body, our admin
trators, our staff and faculty
have so opportune an occasion
do precisely that - and so soon.
WHEN? Tonight, 7:30 p.m
Sept. 19, in Coleman Auditorium.
THE OCCASION: The Thlr
Annual Fall Lecture of the Phi Be
Kappa Alumni Association of
Central Illinois.
THE SPEAKER: Dr. Marlly
Waldman, Professor of History
Director of the Center f
Comparative Studies at Ohio Sta
University.
THE TOPIC: "Religion and po
tics In the Middle East:
Historian's Perspective."
The environment will be coll
gial, the education excellent. 0
distinguished lecturer is one of
Ohio State's most popular teache
-- for reasons which all who
attend her lecture will quickly
understand.
join us.
Frank McCormick
English Department
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Five-ring circus will
visit county airport
By JODI BRANT
Staff writer
Eastern students and area residents will have the chance to go
"under the _ big top" Friday
evening.
The Oklahoma based Carson
and Barnes Five-Ring Circus will
perform two shows at 4:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. at the Coles County
Memorial Airport.
WEIC owner Steve Garman
said Carson and Barnes is the
only existing five-ring show. "It
is the largest big top that still
travels with 95 performers and
the largest traveling zoo,"
Garman said.
The circus company has 111
acts, ranging from high-wire performances to horse and clown
shows. More than 200 wild animals will also perform at the
shows, including 20 Carson and
Barnes elephants and a large-cat

show, Garman added.
"The circus is a charity for Big
Brother/Big Sister, with proceeds
going to the Midwest Illinois Big
Brother/Big Sister Organization,"
said WEIC Radio Promotion
Director Robert Reese.
Advance tickets are $7 for
adults and $4 for children. Tickets
can be purchased at WEIC, IGA,
Boatman's Bank, The Bank of
· Charleston, Ken Diepholz Chevrolet, The Office Store Company
and McDonald's.
WEIC has sponsored Carson
and Barnes since 1985, however
the last time the circus performed
in Coles County was spring 1989.
"This is the third time they
have _performed at the Coles
County Airport, Garman said.
"They always do a terrific job,
and they're a great operation."
The menagerie of animals may
be viewed free of charge Friday
morning at the airport.

Bush threatens to send
escort warplanes to Iraq
GRAND CANYON VIL- Iraq's nuclear and other major
LAGE, Ariz. (AP) - President weapons facilities.
National Security Adviser
Bush declared Wednesday he
will send warplanes to escort Brent Scowcroft said U.S. airU.N. helicopters searching for craft wou ld be sent sh ould
hidden Iraqi weapons if Saddam Saddam continue placing restricHussein continues to impede the tions on inspections, but "if he
inspectors. Bush said he was will comply with the U.N. reso"plenty fed up " wi th Saddam lutions there won't need to be an
execute order." The U.S. effort,
but not looking for a new war.
Bush and other top adminis- dubbed "Operation Determined
tration officials, while raising Resolve," could include "anythe prospect of imminent mili- . thing from Apache helicopters to
tary activity, sought to cut short Fr15s to AWACs," the Pentagon
any speculation that new fight- said. An administration stateing was in store. "This is not ment said American heficopters
Desert Storm n;" one sen ior also could be provided to the
aide said.
U .N. inspection teams.
Scowcroft said that Saudi
The president said of Saddam,
"There's j us t dete rmi nati o n Arabia, where the planes would
... that he will comply" with the be placed, had requested and
Unite d N a tion s m a n date for would receive Patriot missiles
inspection and destruction of for defensive purposes.

5

New royalty to
be crowne'd at
annual contest

PITCHER NIGHT
1s:r Pitcher $200
Refills 75¢ &... You Keep the Pitcher
(While Supply Lasts)

BY ANGIE NORMAN
Staff writer

Check out our D.J. Rick Bray, with
- a New Sound &.. Light Show
and over 30,000 Songs to choose from.

Duke Femardo Miller and
Dutchess Tabrina Stovall will
turn over their crowns
Saturday to new royalty at the
second annual Duke and
Dutchess Competition held at
the Homecoming dance.
According to Patricia
McClure, coordinator of the
e.vent, the popularity contest is
sponsored by the Black
Student Union, and will take
place on at 10 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther K ing Jr. University
Union.
Anyone who is a full-time
Eastern student and has a
cumulative grade point average of 2.0 may enter. Students,
along with the general public,
are invited to attend the popularity contest.
According to Ceci Brinker,
assistant director of student
activities/minority affairs, the
candidates' pictures and personal information will be on
display in the union. All students can stop by the display
case and cast one vote for their
favorite candidate.
Brinker said the idea originated with the Black Student
Union to improve the
Homecoming dances.
"It went over so well last
year that everyone thought we
would make it an annual
thing," Brinker said. "I also
would like to encourage everyone who qualifies to enter and
would like to remind the public that they are in v i ted to
attend."
McClure said applications
can be picked up starting
Thursd ay in the Stud ent
Activities Office in room 3 16
of th e u n ion, and mu st be
received by Oct. 1. There is a
$2 charge on all entries submitted.

• New Species of
Salt and fresh Water fish
• Small Animal Supplies

!~

~~
Pet Store

M-F 10:30- 8
Sat 10:30 - 6
Sun 12:00- 5

348-1018

1500 Madison

OPEN

Daily 11-2

Beer Garden Open
Daily
Lunch - BLT Sandwich with Chips $2.75
Dinner - Muchos Nachos $2.75
20oz. Premium Draft Special

"The Big Three" CJR $2.25
FREE POOL ALL DAY
Until 9:30 p.m.
After 9:30 p.m ..50¢ per hour
75¢ slices 8-11 p.m. $1after11 p.m.
Try new Paradise Daiquiri $2.40

Big Screen TV

(many flavors)

.......

..,,,,,~.....,,~

~
345-2466

~~~~

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

CHEESY BEEF, FRIES, &.. 20 OZ DRINK
(Your choice of provolone or cheddar)

$399

Thursdays
only

New group promotes Hispanic culture
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Staff writer
In an effort to strengthen ties
among Hispanic students and promote cultural events on campus,
the Hispanic Student Union
Thursday will hold its first meeting
of the fall semester.
"Right now we're sending letters
to all of the Hispanic students on
campus to tell them about HSU,"
said Karen Medina, acting HSU
president.
Medina said the purpose of HSU
is to strengthen ties and expand
opportunities among Hispanic students and promote Hispanic culture
among Eastern students as well as
the Charleston community.
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The HSU will meet at 7 p.m. in
the Greenup Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The organization was officially
recognized by the Student Senate
in April of 1991, said Veronica
Mizzoni, HSU secretary.
"We want to become as respected and recognized as other campus
organizations," Mizzoni added.
.''Everybody doesn't know about us
because we have really just started."
Medina said she was originally
the HSU vice president, but
became acting president after last
year's HSU president, Steve
Peralta, did not return due to an
internship. An election will be held
Thursday for a permanent presi-

dent.
"I think the HSU has opened up
an extra outlet that recognizes
Hispanic students needs and concerns," Treasurer Jay Martinez
said. "Our main focus this year is to
increase our numbers, and make
more people culturally aware of the
Hispanic students on campus.
Martinez said the HSU will also
be talking to other universities that
have Hispanic fraternities and
sororities to find out how Eastern 's
Hispanics can adapt ihe program to
the campus.
"Our main purpose is to keep
(Hispanic) enrollment strong by
making Hispanic students as comfortable as possible with college
life," Martinez added.

At TED'S
25¢

TON ITE

25¢

···---~·-··········--·

I

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

:

$6.95

:

! A Large.(16") :
! Sausage·Pizza !
=
I
I
I
I
I
I

Good on Carry-Out & Delivery 7 Days a Week.
PLUS a 32 oz. Ice Cold Soft Drink for just $1.09.
Offer Expires OctOber 10. 19~1.

Stretch It At

25¢ Drafts
25¢ Hot Dogs & Popcorn

50¢ 12 oz.

Miller Lite
Genuine Draft
Leinenkugel's .

D.J. "JUPE" PLAYING DANCE MUSIC

I
I
I
I

--

•I
I
I
I
I
I -

909 18th Street
Charleston

348-7515

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

I

••••••••••••••m•••••m•

The .Dally Eastern New

Byrd's Cleaners

M-F
,
6 :30-5 Byrd's*
Sat 8-12
345-4546

FRIEND'S & CQ

ROSES
1 Dozen

Vased

MUST BE 19 TO ENTER

A !Yew-Style Musical

$1595

Book, Music & Lyrics by

Leslie

FLOWER SHOP
~ 503 Jefferson, Charleston, IL
345-7007

and

Newley

8:00 p.m. - -September
18,19,20,21
2:00 p.m.' - -September 22
In the studio Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8 Adults--$6 Senior Citizens &
Youths--$4 EIU Students.
.

NOBLE
~

Anthony

Bricusse

2 Dozen Vased $21.95

THE "BULL PEN" .
SPORTS BAR IS OPEN!
•MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL•

POOL TABLES, DARTS, VIDEO GOLF,
VIDEO BOWLING, RBI BASEBALL,
&MORE

~\·

Mixed Colors

509 VAN BUREN

75¢ KEYSTONE CANS
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
50¢ HAMBURGERS

Wf

UNIVE~foP
~(@~ents
IWANT To GET off

BEAUTIFUL
SWEETHEART

Located on S. 4th St.
around the ·
CU rve
JCOleman Hall
Lawson Hall

'

Phone 581-311 O for reservations
& information .

•••
•
••••••••••
•
••••••••••••••
E
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Students•••
Our VISION CARE
PROGRAM.

**BONUS!! **
,•

Fi(st, R.eglac~ment

Faculty•••
Administration...
Staff•••

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Volunteers
Needed!

~
1
•• '· '.· :

· LensFREE

Fa-mily Fun Festival

Volunteer Meeting

•

·n ,)f;rr.

: ·
~

904 E. Lincoln
2 Blocks East of
OLD MAIN
Eyes Examined by a LCensed

Optometrist

~ B·uzzard 1 Aud~ 5:~5 TODAY·
We need ·at least 50
more volunteers to be

"Friend For a Day"
. Lake Land College
~
7:30 - 2:30
: . Saturday, Sept. 21, 1991

:
~
:

-
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rofessor jumps froni Eastern to countries around
e world promoting environmental consciousness
Story by ABBY KRAKOW
Art by RICH BIRD
oming,"environmentally conscious" isn't trendy
Marylin Lisowski, instead it has been a philosoof life while she has trekked the globe teaching
ents and adults how they can both enjoy and pree the environment.
lin Lisowski, has been a professor of science
ation for Eastern since 1987, and three years ago
director of the Marine Research and Educational
Id Camp located in the Andros Islands of
as.
"I try to familiarize participants with the very
'que ecosystem and to provide them with backund and environmentally oriented skills (so they)
how to preserve the environment," Lisows_k i
'sowski, originally from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
itted, "I didn't see a tree until I went to high
ool. (I wanted to) create an opportunity to get
y from the urban environment."
r ten days last August, Lisowski brought 40 peoto study the various environmental features in the
apagos Islands in Ecuador. She said she thinks of
expeditions as a sort of "alternative vacation" for
If and the participants.
Lisowski explained, "We don't go in and chop
n trees. We don't take ores or rocks. We don't
age the natural shore line. Everything we come in
we go out with."
the last 20 years she has taught expeditions,
wski said she has traveled to different areas such
South America, Central America, Mexico, the
amas and some parts of the United States.
Lisowski said the past five years she has been
hing adults on the trips. She said they are teachadventurous types and individuals who are interin the environment. However, Lisowski said she
taken junior high and high school students on the
S,

Children who she brought on the trip, Lisowski,
rved, would "ask more questions and are more

'·

curious (than adults)." She added the adults she
taught were "too inhibited to explore."
Her trip to the Galapagos Islands began in Miami,
Florida. The first nine days of the expedition to the
islands, located 600 miles off the coast of Ecuador,
were spent at sea. ·
While at sea, she said they were able to study
. island formations and the study of currents and tides.
Most of their studies focused on island geology,
oceanography and basic science.
The participants were also required to develop a
slide program of what they saw. Lisowski said other
teachers on the trip could use the information collected from their experiments as a teaching devices for
their students.
The group also studied the different agriculture
grown in the different villages. She said this was the
only area they were able to meet some of Ecuador's
inhabitants.
The village people they met, she said, were
extremely friendly. For the natives, "it was a novelty
for them to see us. It was like we were on display,"
she added.
During the trip, Lisowski needed to speak Spanis~
because only a limited group of people in Ecuador
spoke English. Native guides, however, would translate for those who needed it. Lisowski added by
using guides from Ecuador helps boost the country's
economy by using their resources. .
The cost for the expeditions are relatively inexpensive, Lisowski said. She explained they make their
arrangements with non-profit agencies for the environment. The cost for one week including air and
land transportation, food and lodging was $300, she
said.
The living conditions vary on each of the expeditions. The seas they traveled, Lisowski said, were
rough from great wave actions and surges. Sleeping
was sometimes difficult when cruising certain areas.
However, she noted, the island scenery around them
kept them from thinking too much about the rough
conditions.
Referring to the trips as "sort of like boot camps,"

where people lived
in huts or primitive
cabins without some
of the necessities like
electricity, hot watet
and access to stores.
Before the trip, the
group needed to bring
items such as first-aid
supplies, medications,
basic toiletries and few
clothes. In addition, the
participants had to have
their shots taken and bring
malaria pills.
Recalling her most exciting experience during an
expedition, Lisowski said by observing the coral
reefs underwater it revealed a "phenomenal diversity"
of fish and coral. She added in other trips she has
enjoyed swimming with penguins and seals.
"(There are) always funny things that happen (on
the trips.)"she said. In one instance, she warned others to be careful around the sharp rocks. Soon after
she warned them, she went to sit down and was bitten by a crab.
Although there have been exciting moments, she
said there have been several dangerous moments as
well. In Peru, where she said their government is
unstable, they encountered men with machine guns.
She said they have run into a shark or two in some
· •
• •
instances.
Another aspect of Lisowski's traveling to schools
and interest groups to talk about environment conservation. All work she does for the expedition is volunteer.
Getting a kick watching others "get so excited
and so enlivened by the experience," is another
rewarding experience she added.
Next on her adventure list is a trip to the
Bahamas next Christmas. For summer '92 she
plans to visit Panama, Poland and the
Galapagos Islands again.

We're looking for seniors who like
working with an kinds of hardware.
Uireers in data .proresfilng, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Farm.
At State Fann, \\re understand the concept of "work:' Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of "play:',
.
Thats because we don't think you can be really outstanding at the first without having an
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in Bloomington could be the
ideal place f9r you.
·
You'll work for pne ofthe counbys most respected companies on the most adv~ced computer
equipment in the industiy. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded \\1th excellent pay
and benefits. You'll make your classmates very envious.
,
Whats more, you'll also have time to ap~reciate the finer tbi?gs in lif~. Thats because ~lo?m
ington isn't just a ~t place~~ a career, its a great I?1:ace to live, to enJOY? ~ start a family (if,
indeed, you're reaay to start thinking aJ:?out that~.. ~ addi~on to the COffi!Il~tys pleasant neighborhoods, inviting parks, and other recreational facilities, you ll find two umversities that offer a host of
cultural and social activities to take Cldvantage of.
Stale v.
ffyou're a senior with a math, accounting, data p:roces.5ing, ITATI fHM
or computer science background, come talk to us at your
...A..
college placement office. We're looking for people who are . . Co
.
INSUIANCI
mpames
. chall
!Ilotivated and outgo~g. People who ~JOY
. enges_ on the
•
JOb -. and aw:iy frolll; it After all, you re no~ Just looking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois.
great Job. You re looking for a great way of life.
An equal opportunity employer.
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Insurance
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THURS
D.AY
SEPT. 19, 1991

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
~...,.-~~~~.,....-~-.,.--1216
FOOTBALL FANATICS. Computer league starting. Draft all time
greats: Unitas, Payton, Staubach,
Taylor. Coach them to the Superbowl! Call for info. 348-1687.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Need a DJ? Call HIGH OUTPUT
Sound & Light DJ Service .
Dances , parties, weddings , all
occasions. 345-9549.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28
"My Secretary" Resume Service.
New location. For appointment
call 345-1150.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's Incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m .
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m .
will be published in the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advan ce. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News Is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9127

NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR., full-time
and part-time developmental
trainers to work with developmentally disabled adults. SOME
FULL-TIME BENEFITS AVAILABLE. Apply in person 738 18th
St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!! Openings available for
individuals or student organizations to promote the countries
most successful SPRING BREAK
TOURS. Call Inter-campus Program. 1-800-327-6013.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/19
"Give the unforgettable gift." University Hard Bodies, male-female
exotic dancers. Call Duke 309454-7846.
~---------9/28
Bands wanted for Panther
Lounge. Call 345-9885.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOl.5
HELP WANTED
WANTED
Aool'rlON
RIDES/RIDERS

FOR SALE

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Th .. ""

Ao

FORM

Name: ___ ______________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Phone: _ __ _ _ _Students D Yes

D No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read :

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB schedule of fall events now available in
Office (rm. 119 Science Building). All majors welcome to join.
BACCHUS will have an Alcohol Awareness Meeting today at 3
in the Illinois Room of Stevenson Hall. If any questions, call
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a presentation by Ed
ki on Fear and Disillusionment tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the E
room in the Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation is
today at the Newman Chapel (9th & Lincoln) from 3:30-4:30 p.rn.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Garrett ANderson
speaking on MEETING GOD DAILY-QUIET TIMES tonight
p.m. in the Mattoon/Charleston Room , Union. EVERYONE I
COME TO ATIEND!
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL will have a weekly meeting ton·
p.m . outside of CH305. We will discuss Freedom Fest, fun
New members welcome. We will start our letter writing campaign
PHI GAMMA NU will have a meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in
Lumpkin Hall. There is a speaker tonight dress professionally.
PHI BETIA KAPPA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION will have a Pu
ture on Religion & Politics in the Middle East tonight at 7:30 in
Hall Auditorium.
ARMY ROTC will have Lab today from 1500-1600 at the
Mound/Lantz Field . During Lab the Company Commanders
instructing on Squad Movement and Hand and Arm Signals.
RHA will have early dinner followed by a meeting at 4:20 today·
berton.
PRE·LAW FRATERNITY will have Mock LSAT today at 4:00
the BOG Room of the Library.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR will have rehearsal
7 :00 p.m . in Rm OJ 3 FAM . Please make note of the ch
rehearsal time.
THE HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have an organizational
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Greenup Room in the Union. All new
are encouraged to attend.
DELTA SIGMA THETA the Neophyte will begin at 11 :00 p.m.
on Sat. Sept. 21. Everyone is welcome.
WRESTLING TEAM will have tryouts today at 3:30 p.m. For
call 581-6039.
BSU will have a Duke & Dutchess Contest on Oct. 18 at 10:00
the Grand Ballroom. Applications will be accepted until Oct. 1.
ested pick up applications in the Student Activity Office Rm. 31
is a $2.00 application fee which must be submitted with appli

STEAMBO;.!T
JAHUAll\'l.14 • U OR 7 NIGKTS

RAISING
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
.H SCKUTll l' NO
INVllTMllll' UQUIHDI

CALL 1·800·950·8472, ext. 50

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

no. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ - - - - 0 Cash
0 Check
0 Credit
Payment:

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

MacGyver
Married ...
Murder. She
Wrote
Movie:

Movie: The
Jewelollhe-

t.JightCourt
Baseball: Cubs
at Mets
Oil-

JINUAllY l·I • 5, ! OR 7 lllGHTS

.....
:

' ,_~I

JINIWl'f3·12•50R7NIGllTS

10th ANNUAL
COLLEGIATE
WINTER SKI

~

BREAKS
••••
TOLL FREE INFOllllATIOtl & RESt:llVATIONS

1·800-321·5911

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily East
office by noon one business day before the date of the event.
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a C
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Sa
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be p
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
conflicting information will not be run .

60 Door part
61 Materia. ior
Cuban ciga r
boxes
62 Obiect of
Kong's
affections
63 Soviet sea
64 Assessor
65 Titicaca, for one
66 Senator from
Tenn.
67Gnaw
68 Tobog ganed

DOWN
1 "What's My
Line?" panelist
20f
grandparents
3 Viscous
4Scam
5 Saguaro , e .g .
6 Cholesterol
watcher's
choice
7 Hereditary
status
a City on the
Missouri
9 Kind of party at
Vail
10 Unscramble
t 1 A first name in
folk music
12 "---- Old
Cowhand "
13 Dooley played
him in 1941
21 City in Nev.
22G . Will's" ---·· ·
Work ... "

This Old House
Yankee Workshop
Date Rape

News
Dad's Army

Truck Comp.

tf3

,...

VAIL/BEAVERCRf.!..K

Mystery!

MacGyver

;- ~81

BRECKENRI~

29 Golfer Sam pnd
family
1 Small ice mass
33 Poet's time unit
5 Hot drink
34 World's Fair
10 Speaker's place
s ite . 1970
14 What Satan
37 Constricting
sows
scarf?
38 Song for
15 " ... - - - unto
MacLaine?
my feet ": Psalm
42 Undersized , in
119: 105
Ayr
16 Writer Bombeck
43 "Nothing can
17 Barb s of
- - l ie ·:
feathers
George Herbert
18 Franck or
44 Olive for Ovid
Chavez
45 Book of Jewish
19 Buck
laws
20 Song for
47 Looks upon
Armstrong?
50 A husband of
23 Kind of shot
Bathsheba
24 Facilitated
53 The same , in
prescriptions
25 Systems - (computer
54 Song for
expert)
Mesta?

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Hard Copy

_J

JANUARY SEMESTER BREAK

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Late Night

...

10th ANNIVERSARY

ACROSS

Eastern News

C LASSIFIED

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle Rentals
820 Lincoln St. 348-7746.
.,-..,.---,---,--c-.,....-....,.--....,..1216
2 bedroom, furnished apartment
for 2 people. Includes dishwasher, carpeting, central heat & air.
Close to campus. $220/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals . 3487746.
,..,...-,..-,...,---.,.---...,..-....,.1216
Need subletter for one bedroom
apartment will pay $150 if you
assume lease. Contact Fran 3456000.
,,.-,,..-.,....--.......,..c------9/ 19
2 Sp ring subleasers needed .
House close to campus . Own
bedroom $150.00/mo. Call 3453932.
--~-------9120
Quiet, 1 bedroom furnished apartment. Near square. Utilities paid.
Call 345-4336.
~---~----9120
Female subleasor needed to
share Royal Hts. Apt. with 2 other
females . Call after 3:30 p.m. 1346-2544.
~--.......,..------9/25
Sleeping for quiet non smoking
female. Kitchen and laundry privileges. Near stadium. 345-2565.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
For Rent: 1-2 bedroom apt. Furnished. Available now or Spring
sem. 348-5937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/2

r .__. "

MAKE $150-$300 IN 3-10
HOURS by selling 50 funny college t-shirts. No financial obligation. Smaller and larger quantities
available. Call toll free 1-800-7282053.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./25

FOR RENT

oai•

We are a childless couple with a
close, loving relationship ; supportive families; good friends;
beautiful home ; financial security;
and a strong fait-everything
except a child. We will pay counselling , medical, and legal
expenses. Call Mike and Barb
collect. (708) 535-0361 .
~--------~ 10/3
Give your baby a future. We can
provide love and laughter in our
war m country home, financial
security, and an education. CHildless couple, full time mom. Private and confidential. Legal and
medical expenses paid. Call Collect: Joe and Sandy 815-686 1089.
--,-~.,....------,-9120
ADOPTION : We are a loving,
married couple who want to
adopt a healthy newborn . Our
six year old adopted daughter
would love a baby sister or
brother. Legal and confidential.
Medical, legal expenses paid.
Call collect 217-999-2157. Brian
and Ann.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120

ROOMMATES

LOST

Disc Jockey needed for function
on October 5th. Call Dana ASAP
581-8037.

Movie: Send
Me No Flowers

26 Talmadge of the
silents
27 Of open space
28-What etre
means
30 Start of a
Hersey title
31 Gave out
sparingly
32 Rooms in a
casa
35 But, to Nero
31 Yemeni , e .g. '
39Toughen
40 Run-of-the-mill

impsons
Drexell's Class
Movie: alendar Beverly Hills,
Girl Murders
90210
Star Trek: The
Next Generation
Spencer: For
Andy Griffith
Hire
Arsenio Hall
Gary Shandling
Molly Dodd
Party Machine

41 Tree-dwelling
hooters
46 Swallow one's
words
48 Milne's donkey
49 "Gotcha!"
51 Nigh. in poesy
52 Couldn't avoid
54 L.B .J.
biographer

55 Netman
Camporese
56TVpalomi
57 River to the
Caspian
58 Munro's
name
S90gled
eoSpree

Strange Powers
Terra X
Beyond 2000
Images
Adventurers
John Wayne
Dive to Adventure
Movie: Mysterious The Third Man
Miniatur~ World
Rain

-

e sound system for band.
snake, amps, stands, the
Even trailer 348-1888 any-

=--:----::==---:-,..-~1217

D player $50, Advent digind processor $!50. Four
speakers w/equalizer,
adio cassette $200. More

1217

-ox-s~te_r_e_o-:::$-=-30=-.---:R=-e-alistic

$125. Marantz Equalizer
60. Zenith 12" speakers
-5460.

=--;-----:------:-"771217

Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
e, new tires, looks great,
75,000 miles $2300.00

2.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _120
Chevele SS396 4-speed
power steering $2500.00

118.
~---,...,.-------,.,.-1217

Chevette - high mileage
ay), new tires, AM/FM
e, runs well. 345-6969 or
-2559 ($800).

-------1217

Dodge 600 All electric very
condition $4,500. 1976
Hornet good 850.00 345-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
Tired of waiting in line at computer labs? Call Coles County Office
Products. 345-4944. See 286 12
MH2, 40 MB, Monachrome monitor $999. Printer included.
--------~9/20
Need a computer? Coles County
Office Products. Call for information 345-4994.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies
never worn tags are attached
$30.00

--------~1217

Zenith 25" console TV $150 .
Marantz speakers (165 watts)
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Allband communicaiion receiver
$150. More. 345-4426 after 10
a.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

Round trip ticket Indianapolis to
Rapid City, S.D. for Sept. 26th30th . $250.00 OBO Call BEcky
581-5338.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
Girls Schwinn ten speed. Very
good condition $65 o.b.o. 3455526.

1217

...,ls--:-fo-r-::S:-a.,-le-.-::$"'7:=5-:t-o-::::$1 00.
3 and 5. Call Kelly after
348-7732.

-.----;=;--:---;----=-1217

e one Remingtori Electric
g machine CHEAP. 345-

:--:--:--:-----==---:-1217

nda Magna 750cc Looks
uns excellent! Must sell
OBO. Call 581-5477.

1217

l:;:E::;:-T;-;-IN;-;:;G:- --.,,1--""'"'12"""X-;;:2c::5-;ft:-. (Fall
) $50.00 1-6X10 ft. (Blue )
all 581-8062. Also, small

LOST: Brown wallet Sat. night
9/14 contains Indiana Dr. Li. If
found please contact 348-0908
Jeff.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./20
LOST: Blue news writing book in
Buzzard Building. Return to Daily
Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Found Buzzard Bid by gym glasses with gold and black trim. Call
Student Service 2812.

~---;---;:;-:;--::-,---1217

Mazda Rx?. New paint,
, tires. 104,000 miles.
OBO. 348-7825.

-=--~-::-:----,.,.-1217

Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
case. Good condition $275
an _
348-8703.
_
_ _ _ _ _1217
YAMAHA
FZ
600
ite/blue, quick, low miles,
es, runs great! Must sell,
345-9129.

1217

!:'::6:-=5-=o-=s:-::5c::o-=
o-m-i:-.-=R=-u_n_s and
great. $750.00 348-1983.

1217

:-;0::-::R"""M~A:--::T""T""E""D:--,-;:IB"""M~
COM-

3.5" HIGH DENSITY COMA DISKS $1 .25 ea. WHILE
LAST. BRAD 2836.

--:-------;---,---,-1217

s very nice. Lavender and
lue. Worn once. Size 8/9.
0 348-5541.

1217

~aw_a_s_a-.,k.,...
i """
6.,,_
0-o0 --,K"'"L-=R~
Wh ite

ro Rebuilt in July. $1000
581-3482 leave message.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings ,
gold or silver coins & coll~ction
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On ihe
Square. 348-1011

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _120

MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY
TODAY - SEND A BALLOON
BOUQUET
FROM
TOKENS ... CHECK OUT OUR
MUSIC DEPT. FOR THE BEST
SELECTION
OF
YOUR
FAVORITE TUNES.
_ _ _ _ca9/17, 19,23,25,27
ATTENTION ALL EASTERN
GREEKS: JUST ARRIVED AT
TOKENS "GREEK FRIENDSHIP
BRACELETS" AVAILABLE IN
YOUR COLORS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/ 17, 19,23
Kim Fox: Congratulations on
becoming lavaliered to John of
Tau Kappa Epsilon from NIU .
Your ASA sisters are so happy
for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _9./19

Fall Special Free Facial 25% off
Rose-Marie Skin Care Products
Phone 345-5018 after 4:00 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
WANTED: Songwriting/singing
partner. Instrumental skills a plus,
but not necessary. Into Femmes,
Ario Guthrie, Cat Stevens,
Replacements, etc. Call Scott at
581-3197.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
House for Rent: 4 people. 1 block
from campus. Call 345-2263 or
345-3401.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Yard sale. Just Spence's Resale.
1148 6th. Thurs, Sept. 19 - 12
noon to 6 p.m. Everything on sale
inside too. Rain date Sept. 26.
_;___ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
GUNS AND ROSES CD'S AND
CASSETTES WHILE THEY
LAST AT TOKENS MUSIC
DEPARTMENT.

-----------'.9120

Baseball card show Cross County
Mall Mattoon. Saturday, Sept. 28.
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Table information 235-4970 ask for Rob.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./27
Dear WEGZ - Good luck this
weekend! You honey loves you!
Love, Jill.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./1 8
STUDENT GOVT. IS APPOINTING A STUDENT WHO IS NOT A
MEMBER OF STUDENT SEN ATE TO CO-CHAIR THE FALL
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE. ALL
STUDENTS INTERESTED ARE
URGED TO APPLY IN RM 201
OF THE UNION.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./23
Rush Delta Sigma Phi: Informal
Rush Thursday Sept. 19th at the
Delta Sigma Phi house in Greek
Court at 7:00 p.m. For rides · and
information call 581-6893.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Rush Delta Sigma Phi: Informal
Rush Thursday Sept. 19th at the
Delta Sigma Phi house in Greek
Court at 7:00 p.m. For rides and
information call 581-6893.
_ __ _ __ _ _ _9/19
Rush Delta Sigma Phi: Informal
Rush Thursday Sept. 19th at the
Delta Sigma Phi house in Greek
Court at 7:00 p.m. For rides and
information call 581-6893.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Douglas M. Grant "Happy Birthday" Don't ride on top of any cars!
Friends Always, J_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 9/19
Clint Conway: Happy 20th Birthday today country boy! (P.S.
You're a goo) Love Leavey.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
DOUG HAMEL: Congratulations
on pledging Dells! I'm so proud of
you! DZ love, Diane.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 9/19
Kim McCleary: Congratulations
on becoming elected Pledge
Class Editor. Your ASA sisters
are so proud of you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Angie B - Guess who? You will
find out soon --Tau Love, Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19

lvin and Hobbes
Wt>.itR IS ~7..ING !
GOING TO GO IN\O
~ A~O

HEYi Sigma Iota Lambda PreLaw Fraternity will be having a
car wash this Saturday at Midas!
From 9 a.m.-2 p.m. SEE YOU
THERE!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./20
Sigma Iota Lambda would like to
congratulate Dana and Scott on
their appointments to the Judicial
Board - Give 'em hell guys!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./19
GARAGE SALE: Sat. 9-2 p.m.
840 10th St., Household items,
women & young men clothing
and misc. all items must go.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./20
COLLEGE MEN: 10 TOP QUALITY, SELDOM WORN SUITS,
SIZE 40R $10 .00 EACH. 840
10TH ST. SAT. 9-2 P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
Secretaries:
Need
new
wardrobe? Blouses, skirts, suits
$5.00 or less, sizes 8-12. Check
out garage sale 840 10th ST. SAt
9 a.m.- 2 p.m.
--------~9/20
Amy & Kelly, Please return my
cross. Brian 6507.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Stacey Hamm, You're awesome!
Keep smiling - your AST mom is
watching you .
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _9/19
DEL TA ZET'A VOLLEYBALL:
You're doing an excellent job in
Derby Day's! Keep up the great
work! Love your Delta Zeta sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Pumpkin Pie, I miss you & love
you. Hope to hear from you soon.
I really do need you. Love your
south side Irish boy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;9119
Maggie Sullivan - Congrats on
winning Derby Darling. You
deserve it all. Love your DZ Man,
Paul.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
TINA SO: A FORMER SIGMA
KAPPA AND PINK PANTHER,
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BECOMING A 1991-92 CHICAGO BULLS LUVABULL!! SIG
KAP LOVE, GINA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Bryan - Happy 19th Birthday!
finally! Charleston better look out
tonight! Love, Cassie, Krissy,
Mandi, Darrin, Bill, Mark, Eric.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Congratulations
to
PAUL
DEMPSEY for being named
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA brother of
the week.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _9/19
Congratulations to the CHOPS
football team on y_our 48-0 win
from your LAMBDA CHI brothers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
Need a place to live? Looking for
a job? Have someth ing to sell?
Lose something? Have an
announcement? Check out the
Classifieds of The Daily Eastern
News. We now accept Visa and
MasterCard for all of your advertising needs. Call 581-2812 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/19

by Bill Watterson
OK, \:IRS\

FALL
FASHION
GUIDE
coming
Sept. 26 in
!

The Daily Eastern News

It's time to

TOON
in with
The Dally Eastern News!

Cartoonists
are needed
If interested
contact
Rich Bird
in B. Bldg.
or call

581-2812

'SELL S80RT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!

Wt.~~

TO \.Do.RN \H'E "~~'$
RCA\:·

DR(:)WN, 1

Keep BOTH eyes
opened for the

The Daily' Eastern-~New.s
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

~~\T.

!.~
k:

I
'.F-~ '

I

I

I

'

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
.....

*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. Of. 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

\

....._..

--~
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Name: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
IT/
Il<ICWA
5TAa<ei) m:K.

7HtfAMl~Y
~tRXJP

~15e&

5/C/?3,8.lJ.

F()f?6e;T

ale!""

IJaJ!.N'T TAKl3
ae'RBHCR&
70MBP/A'!l3.
';?"

A/VOi,~ I 60T
KICl<Dl7 OUT!
I''leHAI?MY
5HAJlE OFm!N,
7(X)/ "~~%P-i

Address: _ _ _ _ ____ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Message:

(cine word per line)

I

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Tenness~e

gets hit with probation

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - son, teams will be allowed to
·The University of Tennessee carry 92 scholarships players,
escaped the full force of NCAA while Tennessee will be allowed
sanctions Wednesday when its 85. In 1993, the limit drops to
football program was placed on 88 and then 85 in 1994. The
two years' probation for recruit- coaching cut takes effect next
ing violations.
year.
The NCAA said Tennessee's
While Tennessee faced bans
on television and bowl appear- cooperation with the investigaances and strict recruiting limi- tion and its own remedial
tations, the NCAA's most seri- actions played a major role in
ous penalty was a reduction of the final decision.
scholarships for each of the next
"All of us at the university
two seasons.
certainly regret those things
The NCAA also cut one per- occurred that led to the NCAA
investigation," university presimanent coaching position.
Over the next three seasons, . dent Joe Johnson said at a news
however, new NCAA rules call conference. "But we are satisfor the elimination of 10 schol- fied with the conclusions of the
arships and one coaching posi- infractions committee and do
tion for all schools. Next sea- not plan any sort of appeal.'.'

The probation begins within 15
days.
In April, the NCAA charged
Tennessee with six violations,
including improper recruiting
activities by former assistant
coach Jack Sells. The NCAA
also charged that Sells tried to
cover up his actions by lying to
an NCAA investigator last
December.
After conducting its own
investigation, Tennessee fired
Sells on June 7 and cut 10 of its
maximum 95 scholarships.
Sell 's position was not filled.
The NCAA Committee on
Infractions said Tennessee's violations were major, but the full
penalty wasn't levied because of
the unusual circumstances.

~
~

rai

j

because his client was in
Argentina. Siniscalchi asked for
another postponement Wednesday,
on the grounds Maradona
couldn't leave Argentina
because of legal proceedings
against him there following an
arrest on cocaine possession
charges.
But the Naples court rejected
the request, however, and the
suspended sentence was accepted, although the lawyer said he
would seek a trial for Maradona
when the player is able to leave
Argentina.
"It is our position that he
could not adequately defend
himself," Siniscalchi said in a
telephone interview with The
Associated Press. ·
Maradona, star forward of the
~he~~d..*9 .it b~giQ .J;~ 6,~ Naples soccer team Napoli, is
-

'

under a 15-month suspension
from professional soccer after
testing positive for cocaine use
after an Italian league match in
March.
The Italian charges stemmed
from a police investigation
which included wiretapping of
telephone
conversations
between suspects in an alleged
Naples drug ring and prostitution operation.
Maradona was indicted after
police said his name was mentioned in conversations and after
a few young women reportedly
told investigators he gave them
cocaine.
Two Italian co-defendants in
the Naples case made plea bargains with the prosecution and
received suspended sentences of
17 months each.

1/3 lb ttoagie Steak
w/fries $ 2 49

$ 1 25 Large Draft
$1 25 Bottles
Tonight: 3 for -$ 1 Tacos

-

Jerry's Pizza
& Pub

r,

Corner of
4th & Lineal
345-2844

r $f.o0off1 r-so¢-o1fI Large Pizza1 1Small Pizz
1I
I
Jerry's
Jerry's
I
I I
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Maradona gets suspended sentence
NAPLES, Italy (AP) Argentine soccer st'ar Diego
Maradona, facing drug-posses,,- sion charges in his own country,
received a 14-month suspended
sentence on similar charges
under a plea-bargain announced
in an Italian court on
Wednesday, according to his
lawyer.
Under Italian law, a defendant
can be tried in absentia and a
reduced sentence can be handed
down for not contesting charges.
Under that arrangement, the
player's lawyer, Vincenzo
Siniscalchi, accepted the suspended sentence and suspended
fine of $3,200.
The lawyer had twice
received postponements of
i:laradoP.ACwJls.nrbinallyf
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2-$25 gift certificates
Binoculars/200 Poster
1 Semester of Free
• Bowling Alley
League Bowling
6 round trip plane _
• Cheek cashing
tickets to Chicago
2-one-way bus
tickets to Chicago
Free Resume Package
.~ copy Express
Free Poster Lamination
• Craft Depot
Free Craft Workshop
20-$5 Gift Certificates
• McDonald's
2 Subsll 4 Passes for
• Rathskeller
24 free sodas
2 Coupon Books for
• Sugar Shack
free items and special prices
4 Temptations
• Student Activities Center
Concert Tickets
1 pair of free passes to
·
7 UB events ·.
• Office of Student ActlvHles
4 Parent's Club Memberships
Drawings at 4 p.m. • BoOkstore

?>fA.C#.

,.........~-..1---.,.....'1J~~~"'
Buy 2 American Greeting,
.cards & get one free.
•Bowling Alley 1/2 price bowling 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
1/2 price pool 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
• Check Cashing Free Check Cashing
- • Copy Express Buy 4 copies/5th free.Free in.
house typewriter rental
•
.
25
Buttons-.25
Friendship
s
• Craft Depot
Bands $1.00 Leather Key Chains
$1.25 Squeeze Bottles .25 Refill
•McDonald's
.30 Hot Dogs - .25 Sodas
• Rathskeller
.50 Curly Fries
.50 Nachos 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
• Sugar Shack
.25 Pretzels 12 p.m.-2 p.m.
Free sm. Popcorn w/soda (All Day)
Free trial packs while supplies last.

r.,,,~W?\l"""~'V"'ir.r---

•Bookstore

ll;il....,,."'""" .."""

~lllln'Ufil. .

•· S<>nesati<>ns - ~ec<>rdine b<><>th
(Vutslde U1e l?ooksk>re 1-4)

• Vide<> Eutt<>ns (Vlde() Loonee 1-41
• li<>r<>sc<>pes Wide<> Loonee 1...41
Steel E~press - ~eeeae/Cal"ps()
Eand (Mc()()nald·s l>atk> -12-4)

ally Eastern News

ates rally to 6-5 win over Cards;
kept up the pressure on Toronto
as Jack Clark homered and
scored three runs, leading Boston
over Baltimore 7-5 Wednesday
night.
The Red Sox, who entered the
game 2{ games behind the Blue
Jays in the AL East, have won 12
of their last 15 games. Toronto
lie Fraser (3-2) walked played at Seattle.
Merced with one out in
The Red Sox took a 5-0 lead
inth, Jay Bell singled· in the first three innings against
to third and Espy flied to Dave Johnson (4-6), but Mike
the winning run.
Gardiner (9- 7) couldn't get
burgh, which scored two through the sixth. He got the vic· the fifth and three in the tory with relief help from Dan
increased its NL East lead Petry, Tony Fossas and Greg
son-high 11 { games. Any Harris.
Leo Gomez hit a two-run
nation of six Pirates wins
ardinals losses will give homer, his 15th, in the fifth to
burgh its second straight get the Orioles back into the
on title.
game.
ger Mason (3-0) pitched 1
Clark, who walked and scored
nnings· of perfect relief, twice in his first two plate
ing a bases-loaded jam in appearances, increased Boston's
'ghth on one pitch when he lead to 6-2 by leading off the
a behind-the-back catch of fifth against Anthony Telford
Perry's grounder. Mason with a line drive into the bleachllowed only one of 18 ers in center for his 24th homer.
'ted runners to score since
The Orioles, who lead the
ed Pittsburgh on Aug. 8.
majors with 29 homers this
ates center fielder Andy month, came back to chase
lyke left the game after Gardiner in the sixth.
innings beca-use of a
ed left ankle. During batIndians 3, Tigers 2
practice, he stepped on a
tube while jogging to the
CLEVELAND (AP) - Charles
t to get a bat.
Nagy won for the fourth time in
SBURGH (AP) - Cecil
hit a sacrifice fly in the
inning as the Pittsburgh
s rallied from a five-run
Wednesday night and beat
t. Louis Cardinals 6-5,
g their magic number to

ed Sox 7, Orioles 5
STON (AP) - The Red Sox
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his last five starts as the Indians
beat the Detroit Tigers 3-2
Wednesday night, completing a
six-game sweep of their season

~agic

series at Cleveland Stadium.
It marked the first time the
Tigers have gone winless at
Cleveland Stadium for an entire
season. Detroit has lost three
straight overall and has not won
at Cleveland since Aug. 13 of
last year. Cleveland won for the
fifth time in seven games.
Nagy (10-12) gave up two
runs and eight hits in his fifth
complete game, equaling a career
high with eight strikeouts and
walking none.
He denied Bill Gullickson (189) a chance to become the first
19-game winner in the majors.
Gullickson gave up three runs,
one of them unearned, and six
hits in his fourth complete game.
Cleveland scored the go-ahead
run on Carlos Baerga's sacrifice
fly in the sixth inning. Alex Cole
led off with a double, went to
third on Felix Fermin's groundout and beat right fielder Pete
Incaviglia's throw home on
Baerga's fly ball.

Cubs 4, Mets 1
NEW YORK (AP) - The New
York Mets, picked by many in
spring training as the NL East
favorite, were mathematically
eliminated Wednesday night as
Greg Maddux pitched a five-hitter and led the Chicago Cubs to a
4-1 victory.
Frank Viola, one of the Mets'
biggest disappointments, was hit
hard again, losing his seventh

number six

straight decision and for the 10th
time in his fast 11. Viola (12-15)
gave up all four runs and nine
hits in six innings, struck out
three and walked two.
Maddux (12-10) allowed five
hits in his fifth complete game
this season and the 27th of his
career. He struck out two and
walked none as he increased his
record against the Mets to 4-1
this season.
Doug Dascenzo had a careerhigh four hits and Andre Dawson
drove in two runs as the Cubs
ended a three-game losing
streak.
Chicago took a 2-0 lead in the
first on consecutive bloop singles
by Dascenzo and Mark Grace,
Ryne Sandberg's walk, Dawson's
RBI groundout and George
Bell's run-scoring single.

TONIGHT AT

THIRSTY S
1

(tB.'s
Pitchers
$175

Wrestling
informational
meeting to be
held Thursday
Eastern wrestling coach Ralph
McCausland will hold an informational meeting at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday in the wrestling room
located in Lantz Gymnasium for
anyone interested in trying out
for the squad. For .more information McCausland can be reached
at 581-6039.
-Staff report

a~Q,t~
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ON THE SQUARE
CHARLESTON

efensive backs
"From page 12
t there; I'm smarter than

tern has a week off before
g Western Illinois Oct. 5

Panthers' first Gateway
of the year. Another factor
uld lend to Farrell sitting
ainst the Racers Saturday
fact that their offense is a
'ented one.
rray State gained 262
on the ground against the
rs last year as the Racers
a 14-10 victory. Panther
coach Bob Spoo is well
of that statistic.
ey did rush the football

over 200 yards last year. That's
a considerable amount," he said.
The other candidate to replace
Farrell, if he isn't capable of
playing, is Drendel.
The 6-foot-l, 190-pounder,
from Naperville said he doesn't
expect to be able to do all the
things that a fifth-year senior,
such as Farrell, is capable of
doing.
"I don't have as much experience, but I think I can do good
enough," said Drendel.
"I don't expect to replace (a
player) like Tony. I'm not nervous right now, but by game
time I m~ght feel more pressure."

)~

"'l

STEAK NIGHT

ri

BOz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

IMPORT DRAFT

DAY
All Import Drafts

$1.50
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Fri. t t a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. I I a.m. - 3 p.m.

Mike Petrie

ELL SHORT,
SAVE LONG"

Sean Drendel

l'9IPI
Wiii!I

Bar Hours
t I a.m. - I a.m.

•

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES
$10.95 VASED
cash-n-carry

Ads at

Dail Eastern News
0 WORDS FOR 1 DAY
FOR ONLY

THURSDAY

)

J

$1

R SALE ITEMS
ONLY!
·1 the Business Office

1335 MONROE

to place your ad.

'GREEK NIGHT
$1 25 20 oz. DRAFTS
$1°0 TOM COLLINS
$2QQ FROZEN DRINKS
·75¢ KAMIKAZIS
COME EARLY ! !

345-3919

$EASY MONEY$
Day & Night Hours
ARE you Reliable?
Do you have a good phone voice?
We need you if you would like to make

$5 per Hour PLUS
· Answering incoming phone calls in our
nice office environment
7:00 to 10:30 M-F
Varying shifts
SATURDAY
9:00 to 3:00
Guaranteed Salary of at least $5 per hour

To Apply CALL 348-5250 EOE

Another day, another
victory for 4-0 hooters
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

The Eastern soccer team tried a
new approach Wednesday afternoon, but the results were still the
same.
Another victory.
The Panthers jumped out to a
quick lead for a change and never
looked back, improving their
record to 4-0 with a 4-1 victory
over the Ramblers of Loyola.
"It' s a relief (scoring early),
because you are already up a
goal," head coach Cizo Mosnia
said. "It is a Jot easier to play
when you are winning than when
the score is 0-0."
Senior LeBaron Hollimon, who
scored two goals, and freshman
forward Ricardo Tovar, who had a
goal and an assist, led the way for
Eastern.
The Panthers got a break seven
minutes into the contest when a
hard shot by Tovar went through
the legs of Loyola goaltender
Simon Marchwil;lk. Tovar got the
shot off after using his dribbling
skills to open up a shot and that
. gave Eastern the 1-0 lead.
·
Tovar, who said that this game
may have brok~ him out of a

~~tt~B· }llou~P,t JP~f fl}~ t~~, »'~§

fired up for this game. w1th the
Ramblers.
"I think the key was that everybody was real hyped up for the
game," Tovar said. "We knew that

they were a real good team and
everybody wanted to work as a
team."
Eastern goaltender John
Gouriotis, showed why he is the
third· leading goalie in the
Midwest, sliding on his knees to
come up with save to preserve the
one goal lead. The save set up
Eastern 's next goal, which came
at the 34:22 mark.
Eastern extended its lead to 2-0
when freshman Paul Agyeman
used good ball control to set up a
pass to Tovar, who fed to a streaking Hollimon. Hollimon then sent
a shot into a wide open goal for
his fourth goal of the season, he
would later score his fifth. .
Despite jumping out to the 2-0
lead, the Panther squad did not let
up at all.
"No they didn't (let up),"
Mosnia said. "The more we were
scoring, the more hungry we got."
Loyola did, however, close the
·
MARI OGAWA/ Staff phot
gap to·one with two minutes left Panther forward George Janovich dribbles the ball upfield during a 4-1 win over Loyola Wednesday at
in the half. The Ramblers.' leading Lakeside Field.
scorer, Mark Strothkamp; assisted
over three minutes to play. .
shoving of the players.
not like what happened at
on junior 'forward ·Marcel
The
victo.ry
was
sll.ghtly
"They
got
frustrated,"
Tovar
I
really didn't like t
Hoffman's shot.
·
·
marred by a late skirmis.h that said. "Everybody ~s ph1ying real · received a red card. We
Eastern added to that lead, resulteq in · the ejection of ·
strong and physical' and I guess (to that point) received a
when LeBaron Hollimpn scored
·
· season and that is some
Eastern '.s senior fullback Jeff they couldn't take it."
on a penalty kick. He faked
. BuUock and Loyola's junior Gino
Mosnia said that he was real I am real proud of the te
:e.1archwial( to the right and :icered Sciortino.
disappointed that the game had to was imfortunate:"
into the left hand co~er of the· net
Frustration set in on the· part of · end the way that it did.
The ejection of Bull
to put the Panthers ahead 3-1.
the Loyola squad with three min"I think during the course of result in aµ automatic on
Agyeman added the final goal, utes left in the game and the the game, it got a little more suspension. He will have
his seventh of the season, to put
Panthers already leading 4-1, physical and it was starting to get . the first game of the Go
the game out of reach with just
resulting in some pushing and more tense," Mosnia said. "I did . Cup on Saturday.

Kicking battle goes to Caldwell Decision on Farrel
ankle due Thursd

By DON O'BRIEN
Associate sports editor

What was originally supposed, to be a preseason battle
for the rights to do the ki~king
for the Eastern Panther football
team between junior Jason
Caldwell and sophomore
Darrell Rennels has turned into
a default victory for Caldwell.
Rennels, a Charleston native,
pulled a groin muscle in preseason warm-ups and the job
has been Caldwell's since.
Caldwell recently received
some added job insurance when
Rennels aggravated the injury
in a comeback attempt.
"I originally pulled my groin
around media day (Aug. 8),"
said Rennels, who also said that
he was persued by the
University of Illinois and other
state schools before walking on
at Eastern ·a year ago . "It
wasn't that bad, but I tried to
come back too soon. Three or
four -days later I tried and tore
it more and it knotted up.
"Three or four days ago I
tried to come back again," he
said. "It starting swelling from
the original injury and it
.stretched some muscle tissue."
While Rennels has watched
from the sidelines, Caldwell, a
product of Middleton, Ohio,
has had his problems in his first
year as the starting kicker.

'·

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Darrell Rennels

Through three games this
season, Caldwell has connected
on one of three field goal
attempts and has miss fired on
three extra points.
"I'm sure the most disappointed one about the situation
is Jason himself," said head
coach Bob Spoo. "I wish there
was some competition (at the
position). Rennels would of
supplied that competition. We
have no recourse and Jason is
going to have to do the job."
One factor working against
Caldwell, who could not be
reached
for
comment
Wednesday, is the narrowing of
the goal posts from a year ago.
"From that range (20-30
yards) it (the size of the posts)

shouldn't be a factor with your
so called chip shots," said
Spoo.
Rennels had scheduled a
meeting Wednesday with an
Effingham doctor to determine
extent of the injury and how
long he will be out .
"I was looking forward to
this season," said Rennels, who
punted as well as placekicked
at Charleston High School.
"I'm not down on it yet as far
as kicking again this season.
I'm hoping that the rest week
betwe.en games (this week's
game against Murray State and
the Oct.5 game with Western
Illinois) will help me get back
close to 100 percent."

Preseason
All-Gateway
Conference safety Tony Farrell is
still unsure if his injured ankle
will keep him on the sidelines
Saturday when the Panthers travel
to Murray State, but waiting for
their chance are two players who
think they are capable of doing
the job.
Redshirt freshman Sean
Drendel and junior Mike Petrie
are anxious to see more action,
but Petrie said this isn't the way
he had hoped to get his chance at
more playing time.
"I feel like I'm really capable," ·
said the 5-10, 165-pounder. "It
gives me the opportunity to show
that I'm reliable. Tony's a good
player and I don't like to see. him
hurt, but it could give me a
chance to show what I can do. I
don't feel any pressure."
Farrell injured the ankle in the
first half of the Panthers' 30-12
whipping of Eastern Washington
last Saturday at O'Brien Stadium.
He had collected his first two ·
interceptions of the season in as
many quarters in that game.
The injury forced him to use
crutches and Farrell isn't sure if
he will be out there for the 7:30
p.m. contest at Murray, Ken.
"I really don't know right
now," said Farrell, one of four
Panther captains. "The swelling

Tony Farrell

has gone down and I'm
w:tlk. I got off the crutc
t' lay. As far as the game,
a ,,,~ y
won't
know
(Thursday). (Panther defi
coordinator John) Smith
can get out there Thurs
practice) and get my r
should be able to play."
Farrell said if there is a
bility of re-injuring the
won't chance it in a non
ence game such as Murray
"They were leaning to
that last Saturday," said F
his taking the week off. "I
rather be out there for co
If I'm going to get hurt, I

